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Irreverent sayings for educators fill the pages of Teacher Swears.Â  They are meant for

entertainment purposes for grownups only so don&apos;t get bent out of shape about

them.Â Sometimes after a long hard day of dealing with the little darlings, their parents, and the

administration, you just need to chill out.Â  To sit back with your beverage of choice and color the

things you really want to say to all those people who got on your last nerve today, and if you can

learn a few new "choice phrases" so much the better!Â Teacher SwearsÂ is the perfect way to

unwind and release your inner potty mouth.Â  Enjoy these irreverent, yet beautiful adult coloring

pages.Â  Then sit back and sigh after a job well done.Â These single sided pages range from

moderate to highly detailed and include abstract patterns, animals, flowers and more... Each has its

own cleverly coded swear that, while not necessarily appropriate for the classroom will definitely

relieve stress in the break room!Â  Sayings like "Holy Cheeseballs,"Â  "Zip it Happy Meal," and my

personal favorite, "F.O.C.U.S. People!" (standing for F*ck Off Cuz&apos; Ur

Stupid!).Â Â You&apos;ll find these and 22 other humorous,subversive sayings to expand your

inappropriate vocabulary and help you de-stress and relax!Â Â 25 Unique Hand Curated Designs

To ColorÂ HilariousÂ subversive sayings gathered with teaches in mind and Â incorporated into

Coloring Pages designed for AdultsEachÂ "Swear word"Â is Designed with multi-layered beautiful

patternsEach Coloring Page is designed to help you blow off steam by ranting and relaxingThe

Variety of Pages Ensure there is something for every skill levelYour Choice of coloring tool can be

used (Pens, Pencils, Markers, Crayons etc)Each Page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid bleed

throughThe book is 8" x 10"complete with 2 color test sheetsÂ Scroll Up and get your copy of

Teacher SwearsÂ right now, perhaps even get one for a friend so you can color and relax

together!Â Â WARNING: This swear word adult coloring book contains lots of IMMATURE ADULT

LANGUAGE and is not intended for children.Â Â Phrases include:FudruckerShut the Front

DoorCracker JacksMother... Pluck your eyebrowsYou&apos;re tap dancing on my

lastnerveDon&apos;t hissÂ  me offCrud MuffinÂ Mother CluckerFor crying out loud!F.O.C.U.S.

People! (Fuck. Off. Cuz. Ur. Stupid.)GOD... zillaHoly Cheese BallsÂ H-E-double hockey

sticksShitaki MushroomsGeez LouiseÂ Oh CeesitzsYou&apos;re Just F.I.N.E.! (Fucked Up,

Insecure, Neurotic, & Emotional)Zip it, Happy MealI need to use some words that end in *itch and

*uck right nowShut your PI holeMerde (because SHIT always sounds better in French)Fucking

Namaste Mrs. ________Haters Gonna HateWell isn&apos;t that CraptasticOh Sugar
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Description Above Indicates the Actual Curse Words Used in BookHad I fully read the description I

would've known that there are ACTUAL curse words in this book. That was definitely my fault so no

stars taken away for that however the quality of the pictures is lacking some. I tried to list them for

you but  would not accept my review with cursing in it.A few pages are a bit muddled looking and

the paper is pretty thin. All in all, after I rip out a few pages, I'll still end up putting this in a teachers

gift.

A very funny coloring book for the teachers in my life. I purchased this to give to one of my son's

teachers and know she will love it. There are a few swear words, but most are silly phrases you

would use to not swear in front of a child e.g "son of a biscuit"!The first few pages are a color test

which is kind of silly, but If you want to test your markers or crayons there is room.Overall I am really

satisfied with these coloring books, some designs are more intricate and fun than I have seen

before.

Bought a bunch of these for end of the year teachers gifts. They were a hit. The books did contain a

couple of real swear words but that wasn't an issue. We just make certain the books landed in the

teachers hands and not the kids.

This is a fun book, but it is not a quality coloring book by any stretch of the imagination.The pages



are funny, and some of them are giggle worthy, but the author unfortunately mixed up the funny

puns (like "crud muffins") with pages with George Carlin-listed words. This would be a really fun

book for a teacher who is also your friend or who you know very well, but I would not give this book

to: (1) an elementary school teacher or (2) a teacher you do not know well. Given the title, I

expected more punny pages, despite the labeling as an adult coloring book. I gave this to my

husband, who is a teacher, but he would certainly not color this in front of students (even high

school) or on school property.The quality of the drawings and the pages is also lacking when

compared to other adult coloring books. The pages are very thin, the details on the pictures are

fuzzy, and some of the pages appear to be colored clip art that is reproduced as a black and white

image (and therefore not colorable). Some of the details and lack of crisp lines make it very difficult

to color. Additionally, many of the pictures only take up a portion of the page; if the pictures were

scaled better, it would be a much more enjoyable coloring experience.This is cute and fun, but I

would not buy it again.

There are some awesome drawings in this book. However, I didn't need three pages of 'test' colors.

The overall concept is great. Although some of the teacher swears weren't exactly swear words, but

there may be people who think differently. The pages are nice to color and I didn't notice any bleed

through of my gel pens. Obviously, little eyes shouldn't see this coloring book, so don't put your

masterpieces on the refrigerator! This would make a great teacher's gift along with some colored

pencils or gel pens.

A fun gift for your teacher friends. When the semester starts getting extra stressful, pass this along

to help give them a chuckle and relax them. Yes, there are swear words, as the title suggests, but

it's pretty tame and illustrates thoughts most teachers have had at one point or another :).

I gave this as a gift to two teachers at my school that I know well along with a package of colored

pencils. Both came to my office laughing hysterically after reviewing the pages. It was a perfect gift

for the end of the year for teachers that work so hard to support students. I may have to get one for

myself!

The coloring book is excellent and high quality. I grabbed it for teacher relative who I'm positive will

get a giggle out of it. It doesn't really contain "swearing", just cute euphemisms or some letter

replacements. I wouldn't want smaller children to see this, but high-schoolers would be okay, they



already know (and say) most of the actual words that were replaced in some of the pages. This is a

great time to get a gift like this for a teacher-friend or relative, grab it!
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